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,
“Cover-toCover” Translation of Soviet Journals-a Wrong “Solution” of the Wrong Problem.

July

About
twenty
years a o, an energetic
entrepreneur
named Earl Co f eman saw a market
for
English
translations
of forei n-especially
Soviet--scientific
journal
artwf es.
From single articles, he soon progressed to
“cover-to-cover”
translation, starting with the

Zhw-rr.ulObshchei Wrimii which is translated
into English as ]oumul of General Chemistry
USSR. His success is evident in the now wide
circulation
of this fairly expensive journal.
When the USSR launched
the world’s first
space satellite,
the US government
looked for
all sorts of “explanations”
except
the obvious.
One reason given for the apparent
Russian
success was that Soviet scientists used the
Western
particularly
literature

literature,

while

Americans--didn’t
because

they

Western

scientists--

use the
couldn’t

Russian

handle

the

To solve this problem,
the
NSF
un r ertook a large-scale program in support of
“cover-to-cover”
translations,
On the other
hand, the NIH chose, perhaps more wisely, to
support
a program
of selective translation.
If any important
developments
were reported in Soviet journals they were not being
missed because of language
difficulties.
There
has not been a single documented
case where
an important
Soviet breakthrough
was reported
in Russian but missed
by Western

Ian

age.

scientists.
These government-supported
programs are
typical over-reactions
that result from shortterm “crisis management”
of long-term problems. Since the government
did not allow the
demonstrated
needs of international
scientific
communication
to impact
the information
marketplace,
the economic
and other forces
of natural
selection
were not allowed
to
Operate. AS a result, government
fiat has pr~
duced a monster
that continues
to plague
libraries, science administrators,
and, in the
final analysis,
the taxpayers
who feed the
monster. Many research libraries feel forced to
buy both Russian and English editions
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leading Soviet journals, even though the latter
generally appear six months to a year after the
original. Those libraries which obtain only the
translated version often find they are not used
as often as expected.
Bibliographically,
the
situation is a horror. Space doesn’t permit a
detailed discussion of the effect of this duplication on the accuracy and usefulness of citations to Soviet journals, nor is it necessary to
the main argument.
There have, however, been other more serious consequences
of our government’s
“unnatural selection “ in this case. As a student
after World War II, I remember
well the wide
in Russian as a second reading laninterest
guage for scientists. The scientific community
enthusiastically
received
the publication
of
Perry’s Sciersti~ic RussLwr.

1

However,

Russian

is only slightly more popular in universities
than it was 20 years ago. It is taught in a few
high schools; but one hears little discussion
among
scientists
about
the need to learn
Russian. In the longmn,
the spoon-feeding
by
the “cover-to-cover”
translation program has
disadvantaged
scientists in the West and the

East. For the program haa affected

the Russian scientist himself. whereas scientists elsewhere have agreed on English as a necessary
and beneficial scien tiflc littguu@scts,
Russian
scientists have been slow to do so. They must
read English to keep up in Western-dominated
fields in which they participate.
However, the
knowledge
that their Ieadingjournals
will be
translated
into English relieves them of any
compunction
to write and publish in Englkh,
a requirement
that scientists in other continents have accepted.
Any rational
scientist
realizes that some language must be chosen.
Since English is now so widely used, it seems
counter-productive
to suggest use of another
natural language. It is ho eless to expect that
any artificial language h[ e Esperanto
can be
universally accepted.
@r
Russian colleagues
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have no more right to expect the world to
learn Russian than the Japanese do for their
lan age. If population means anythi~ we’ll
all E reading Chinese in ten years.
Our on-going study of journal citation
patterns has revealed some interesting an~ I
think, relevant facts about Soviet journals.
while a few rank high in impact and frequency
of citation-e.g. Zhwnal Ekspers”rnentalm” i
Teoreticheskm- Fizilri-most Soviet journals
rank ~nerally quite Iow.2 The &k&dy Akad.
Nauk SSSR ranks quite low in comparison
with our own l+oc. Nat. Acad. Sci. US. One
is forced to wonder whether our govemmentsupported program of cover-ttiover
translation achieved its gtud, or whether the goal was
as urgent or necessary of achievement as
imagined under the original pressure of
Sputnik in the sky. Even acknowledging a
possible adverse effect of &lay in appearance
of translations, it is a fact that citation frequency and citation impact of much Soviet
material is very low, despite tinsel processing
by Current Contents ‘, Cbems”as1 AbStraCtS,
Science Citation Index’,
and other announcement and abstracting/indexing
services.
@r reordering of priorities in science and
elsewhere might well inclu& a reexamination
of assumptions about international scientifw
communication. Perhaps s stematic translation of non-English maters‘s?ia warranter but
there may be more important fields than
those now worked, e.g., Japanesx mechanical
engineerin~ Soviet oceanography, German
ecology, etc. Indeed, a plied research may be
more desewing tisan [ asic science of a concentrated translation effort. The Chinese
-formal of Acupuncture might be a huge
financisl success if one can judge its popularity from the Western news ma zincs.
The translation problem %mctly affects
1.

Perry,

J.W. Scie.tiji.c

Rusk

Liwrerst Contents rea&rs. 1S1e has played a
insignificant role in brin “ g foreign rcmarch to the attention of En S - -reading scimtists. Current Cbntents has done much to
foster the use of bil”
al and English contents ages and Englis summaries in nonEn ss
.[ journals. But‘ imitations in space
anf other resources make it increaairr~ dlf~+tt~j~ti~
ourpretims
practiceo~pub
Iralung us 02
both our own translation of a
R-n
contents page, as well as the contents page of the cover-t-over
translation.
[ss general, we now give preference to the
+nal
Russian version in our “basic science”
editions, CC/Life Sciences and CC/Physicaf
b Cherrrkrd Scknces. Since technologists are
generally not too quick in applying basic
science, the contents pages from many leading cover-to-cover translation journals appear
later in CC/Errgr.neeting & Technology. ‘l%ia
arrangement may inconvenience some readers of CC/F@CS, but it can be easily
remedied by scanning both editions of CC
to note translations when they eventually
appear. Incidentally, it is not irrelevant to
mention that many ~ readera in Eastern
Europe can read Russian and do order reprints from Soviet colleagues when addresses are provided.
We also continue to urge Soviet editors to
include Engliih abstracts or summaries. in
combination with the universal language of
chemical formulas, most Western scientists
can manage Russian articles su I/l riaii gly well.
An uncritical continuation o govemmentmpported cover+-cover
tran~ation m~es
aoy pfoper Sohrhon irnpossi~e simply because It makes a proper solution unnecessary.
What might have been acceptable as a temporary crutch has unfortunately become, as
too many crotches do, a wasteful modus
vivendi.
not

(New York: Wiley lnteracience,

2. Gsrfiel& E. Citation anatysis as a sociomeuic
policy studies. Science, in press.
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